“Demands and Declarations”
By J. McGuire

Demands and Declarations1
For David
Well meaning, notice to the leaders, judges and lawmakers of the land.
Remember the “Alamo”, remember “Pearl Harbor”, one day we shall remember “Bank Fraud”.
United States history has shown that the American people will rally to that of “We the People” to
fight evil.
In the battle against tyranny that resulted in the formation of this country, the Declaration of
Independence was written as a voice for the people. Only a few people were able to view the
“Declaration of Independence”, but the people were aware of its content and meaning.
In today’s modern world of electronic communication, the banks and the government appear to be
living in 1776 by trying to control the release of information in main stream media. In 1776, the
information traveled from the mouth of one person to another. Today the information travels in the
form of blogs and email. Still, the word travels.
David’s procedure of creating a declaration and serving such document upon the leaders of the land is
following the spirit of our founding fathers. Most alarming, why it is required for the people, in this
instance “David”, to create a new “Declaration” to inform our leaders they have failed to live up to
their responsibility to the people?
David, you did overlook one very important item. This November, when the people vote, let that vote
be another voice of demand, vote them all out of office and if the newly elected officials fail to
perform for the benefit of the people then one can consider the next step.
As for Fred and Forest, maybe one day they will learn the difference between right and wrong.

“ Vote Greed Out “
“ Vote Trust In “
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